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mers. Due to the pressure of festiva] expenses the farmers marketed it for 
Rs. 30 which was immediately sold by the traders to the wholesale mer
chan� for Rs. 45 to 55. 
Conclusion and Suggestion 

In conclusion it is reiterated that the price spread affects the !>mall farmers 
more than the other categories of farmers. This warrants the imme
diate attention of all, since the small farmers are already exposed to a num
ber of other difficulties. 

The achievement of maximum efficiency in food distribution would 
perhaps involve some radical changes in our present conception of free 
enterprise and competition. The wholesale trade in paddy must be imme
diately taken over by the Civil Supplies Corporation of evel")' State. Paddy 
must be procured directly and distributed through fair price shops. Re
maining surpluses may be marketed to the other deficit State& and it will 
certain1y he1p the farmers to get at least remunerative prices. 

Finally, in tlw context of public procurement and distribution being 
enforced more effectively, it shou]d be made po&sible to make a thorough 
study of demand for each variety of paddy both within and outside the States. 
Translation of the results into an eal'>ily intelligible form of market intelli
gence is also the responsibility of the government. Further, propagation 
of this intelligence through appropriate media to the growers before the 
commencement of the paddy growing season will be of much utility in se
curing the best price to the grower, for he will then be facilitated in antici
pating demand and in adjusting better his supply to the market. 

THE SMALL FARMER IN THE PRODUCT MARKET: 
CASE STUDY OF A COTTON VILLAGE 

R. M. Mohana Rao*
The Problem 

It is often alleged that the atomistic structure of the small farm firm, its 
low investment in human capital like education, and inability to hold on the 
product result in lower product prices, and keep the small farmers in a dis
advantageous position compared to the medium and big farmers in the pro
duct market. 1 The market imperfections add to these disabilities. While 
this may be true in a subsistence context, the nature of disabilities faced by 
this cla1.s might differ in areas where the shift from subsistence to commer
ciali!>ation is taking place. However, there is little empirical evidence on 
the small farm situation in the product markets in commercialised agriculture. 

* Reader, Department of Co-operation and Applied Economics, Andhra University, Waltair. 
The author is thankful to Prof. B. Prasada Rao, Director, Waltair School of Economics for 

his comments on an earlier draft of this paper. 
I. Kelly Harrison and Kenneth Shwedel: Marketing Problems Associated with Small Farm

Agriculture: Report of an ADC/RTN Seminar, held at Michigan State University, June 7-8, 1974, 
p. 213.
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The Objective 

The objective of this study is to examine the ·nature of disabilities, if 
any, faced by the small and marginal farmers in the product market in a 
commercialised setting. 

The Area and Place of Study 

The cotton belt of Andhra Pradesh comprising Guntur and Ongole 
districts represents a high degree of commercialisation in agriculture. The 
place of study is Devarapalli village in Chirala taluk of Ongole district. 
Its advanced stage in cotton cultivation, where most of the popular varieties 
of cotton like MCU5, Suvin and Varalakhsmi are grown, location in the 
midst of many cotton ginning and pressing units, and familiarity of the 
investigator weighed in selecting this village. 

Data and Methodology 

A sample of 45 farmers representing 15 per cent of households of 
marginal (15), small (13), medium (13) and big farmers (4) was se]ected 
at random. The operational holding, rather than owner holding, was 
considered appropriate in classifying the farmers in studies concerned with 
thei� performance in the product markets.· On this basis, farmers operating 
between 0.50-2.50 acres are treated as marginal, 2.51-5.00 acres a& small, 
5_.01-15 .09 as medium and those operating �ove_ 15 acres as big farmers.

Market Structure 

The market structure refers to the degree of concentration in the village 
market and "its links with the -market centres in the vertical- ·chain.· At the 
village level there are 15 brokers, grouped into seven teams. The presence 
of a large number of brokers in· a single village and their links with the_ gin
ning and pressing units in the neighbouring markets and with i.he big brokers 
operating on behalf of the ginning and &pinning units outside the district 
and State suggest a structure consistent with competitive behaviour. The 
scope for collusion among the brokers to rig the prices is limited, since they 
render the service purely on commission basis. Further, their economic 
position (all the brokers own land between 5-i0 acres) and the erratic 
fluctuations in price& deter them to play the role of a trader even on a limited 
scale and for a short period. The telephones installed in the viJlage and the 
daily visits to the primary market by a large number of farmers of all classes 
facilitate· dissemination of up-to-c;late price information. This pver-view 
of tl;l�· market structure p_rovides ·the proper perspective against which the 
results of this study have to be considered. 

Prices Received by Different Classes of Farmers 

To examine whether the small and marginal farmers are at a disad
vantage in terms of lower product prices vis-a-vis large and medium farmers, 










